Return of the BlueRibbon Magazine & new directions
by John Parrinello (aka, “JP”), President
BRC Board of Directors
The newsletter you hold in your hands is
merely a taste of what we have planned. It
was, and still is, our intent to bring back a full
physical publication. It has been a goal of
mine since taking the reins as President to
see to the return of printed BRC media, and
I have asked our marketing committee and staff to get our
members such a publication sooner rather than later. The
decision, then, was to offer a simple quarterly publication
with a year-end (or “year in review”) edition in the fourth
quarter. Rather than re-invent the wheel, this quarterly (not
to be confused with the update/newsletter that you are
currently reading) will retain the title of “BlueRibbon
Magazine." But that’s where the resemblance stops.
This will be a new and re-vitalized BlueRibbon Magazine;
a lean, mean publication—geared toward bridging that
vital connection between BRC and you, our members and
supporters—and built from the ground up to give you what

you need to stay current on recreational access threats
and calls to action.
It’s a worthy goal and one we are committed to now more than
ever. It is, however, a tough goal in this current economic
climate. The BRC Board of Directors again, as always,
decided to put our money priorities where our supporters
intended them to be used: fighting the battle to preserve
access, in the courts and elsewhere. But this meant that
funding for the BlueRibbon Magazine’s return would have to
come from elsewhere.
The most immediate source of funding was obvious. There
is a thriving industry surrounding motorized recreation (and
non-motorized recreation, for that matter). Just the tiniest
fraction of that could easily fund the magazine’s return.
We are currently undergoing a search for sponsors to help us
fund the BlueRibbon Magazine’s return. This search may well
bring in some interesting sponsors. Some of that funding has
already been committed and the process is well underway. If
you’re interested in becoming a sponsor, we’d love to hear
—————————————— (Continued on page 3)

Collaboration, cooperation and communication
by Del Albright
BRC Director of Operations
Some time back there was a TV ad about
a car that claimed “this is not your father’s
Oldsmobile.” It changed the shape of
advertising. With that in mind, let me share
with you the “new” BRC and how I as
Director of Operations will help guide this
team to perform to keep our sports alive and our trails
open — this is “not your father’s BRC; but in fact an
improved one!”
BRC has not lost the great things and traditions that made
us strong; but in fact, have added to and improved upon
them. Read through this newsletter and see more of what
I mean.
I am all about collaboration, cooperation and communication and this printed newsletter is a big step in all

those directions. Those three “C’s” will help us reshape
how we approach landuse and saving trails. Here are
three simple things I’m asking BRC members to do to help
bring a solid future to our chosen forms of outdoor
recreation:
1. EXPAND OUR SPHERE: We are in this together and
we have to expand our sphere of influence by all of us
doing what we can, when we can, within our limitations.
It’s just like a trail clean-up project where one person can
only do so much; but one person properly supervising 5
volunteers, gets 5 times more stuff done! More of us need
to do what is in our “hat” to do, and to do it with unity,
setting the example for others.
2. TWO HEADS BETTER THAN ONE: No one person
has all the answers. It takes a community — it takes a
team. The off-road team is powerful. Our job now is to

—————————————— (Continued on page 3)

The 2014 SAE Clean Snowmobile Challenge
15 Years of design, innovation and fun!
by Kay Lloyd
BRC Board of Directors
I would like to thank the
International Snowmobile
Manufacturers Association
for giving a Grant to the
BlueRibbon Coalition to
help fund this great trip.
The SAE Clean Snowmobile Challenge
is an annual snowmobile event where
teams build and modify existing
snowmobiles and compete in multiple
events based on improvements in
design, emissions, noise, fuel economy,
cold start ability, acceleration, handling
and overall performance.

Riders ready to begin the competition (photo by Dan Nehmer).

Univ., South Dakota School of Mines and Technology,
and Univ. of Alaska Fairbanks-Bristol Bay).

As a Judge at the SAE Clean Snowmobile Challenge
at Michigan Tech, the day begins at 5:30 am. I was
picked up at 7:00 am, with a Judges’ Meeting at 7:30
am, and then the fun begins. It was below zero for the
first 4 days. The Challenge started Monday with the
Teams checking in and performing final check on their
snowmobiles to make sure they meet all competition
rules.

There were 181 students, 85 on-site Judges/Volunteers,
and an additional 106 Judges that score the students
presentation papers online. The fuel used was 16 %
bio-isobutanol mixed with high octane gasoline. This is
known as iso-butanol 16, similar to E10 (10% ethanol
in gasoline). There were 4 Electric sleds along with 2
Diesels, and the rest were Internal Combustion 2-stroke
and 4-stroke sleds. Of the 11 that started on Tuesday
Sixteen Universities sent both electrical and mechanical morning, 9 of them made the 100 mile run to Copper
engineering students from across the US and Canada Harbor, which broke a previous record of six.
(Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison, Univ. of WisconsinPlatteville, Univ. of Idaho, Ecole de Technologie Wednesday and Thursday were spent listening to
Superieure, Michigan Tech, SUNY-Buffalo, Univ. of Student Presentations of their Designs and MSRP.
Waterloo, Northern Illinois Univ., North Dakota State Wednesday evening was a “Snowmobile Public
Univ., Univ. of Minnesota-Duluth, Kettering Univ., McGill Display” at the Copper County Mall in Houghton. It is a

2014 SAE Students with Jay Meldrum (photo by Dan Nehmer).
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time to network with Industry, Supporters and Students.
Friday allows for some free time and completion of
testing.
Saturday is kicked off by a “Cold Start” of the
snowmobiles that are in the Competition. And, it was
barely above Zero! Then the teams moved to the
Polaris Acceleration Event and the Polaris Objective
Handling Event. The day ends with the Awards Banquet
where the winners receive a variety of 31 Plaques,
Trophies and Money.
The University of Idaho proudly displays the BRC Logo on
their snowmobile (photo by Bill Ray Photography).

Check out these Websites:
www.mtukrc.org/csc2014pix/index.html
www.mtukrc.org/snowmobile.htm
www.facebook.com/SAECleanSnowmobileChallenge
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John Parrinello
from you (email: brc@sharetrails.org, by phone: 1-800-2583742—ext. 103 or via regular mail: BlueRibbon Magazine,
4555 Burley Drive, Suite A; Pocatello, ID; 83202).
In the interim, this newsletter is intended to fill that role and
keep you informed, but at a lower budget point than the
full-blown publication that is—even now—in the works.
Hopefully the articles herein will give you an idea of where
BRC is at, our plans for the future and some current events.
Stay tuned! There’s a lot more to come.

Collaboration, cooperation and communication

————————————————————————
(Continued from page 1)
Del Albright

BlueRibbon Coalition Display at the Snowmobile Show
(photo by Bill Ray Photography).

allow it to mature and come to its rightful position in
public lands and waterways. BRC is the lead national
grassroots organization working with a ton of partner
organizations and supporting businesses to make this
happen. Your job is to make sure you KNOW the team
and are part of it; and know that we can’t do it without
you.
3. JOIN AND DONATE: Joining and donating are the
first jobs of a volunteer who wants to help a cause, a
church, a charity, a union/trade association, you name
it. JOIN and DONATE when you can. Start now, with a
tax-deductible donation to BRC (www.sharetrails.org/
support/join-or-contribute) as well as your other
favorite charities and groups. And don’t forget your state
association and your sport-specific organization. Join
or renew or donate when you can. YOU can make the
difference.
The “new and improved” BRC is about all of us working
together, talking regularly, setting the examples and
being a force to be reckoned with.

Kay presenting the BlueRibbon Coalition Award for the
Most Practical Solution (photo by Bill Ray Photography).
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Pro-Active Management Key to OHV/Sage Grouse Debate
by Don Amador,
BRC Western Representative
Over the last 30 years, managed OHV
recreation has become an important
stakeholder at the local, state, and
national levels. Proven management
tools such as engineered trails, exhaust
sound restrictions and educational
programs are now embraced by both land agencies
and user groups.
BRC believes that responsible motorized recreation –
using modern management prescriptions - can coexist
with the Sage Grouse in its habitat across 47 million
acres of the west. But in order to ensure common sense
is factored into the equation, BRC has crafted four proactive OHV management prescriptions for managing
this bird on public lands.

in any of its forms does not have a significant impact on
the Sage Grouse.
BRC remains concerned this process has the potential to
greatly affect/impact all aspects of motorized/mechanized
recreation, from traditional camping, hunting and fishing
access to access for photography, bird watching,
mountain biking, boating, cross country skiing and
wilderness areas. Most of all, this proposal could have a
serious negative impact on casual OHV use and
permitted special events such as enduros, trials, harescrambles and dual sport rides. All forms and aspects of
motorized recreation —off-highway/off road motorcycle,
dual sport/adventure sport motorcycle, ATV, SBS, OSV,
4WD and even all street legal vehicles — could be
adversely yet unjustifiably impacted, should the agency
plans craft a “one size fits all” decision.

OHV was not at the table during the 1990s-era Northern
Spotted Owl debate because it was portrayed as an
issue that only involved environmental groups and the
timber industry.
To ensure that motorized recreation has a seat at the
table in the Sage Grouse fight, BRC activated and leads
a National OHV Sage Grouse Task Force and has set
up a dedicated Sage Grouse Action Fund.

In the early stages of the Sage Grouse debate, BRC
contracted with a wildlife biologist to review the scientific
literature and to help outline our pro-active At a February 2014 hearing of the Nevada Sagebrush
management strategy highlighted in our 2012 scoping Ecosystem Council in Carson City, Nevada, USFWS
comments.
NV lead, Ted Koch, commended BRC for its specific
pro-active OHV management prescriptions that
Those management tenets were further refined and embrace route/area designation, exhaust sound
articulated in BRC comments to the subsequent draft reduction, reasonable time restrictions during breeding
environmental impact statements or proposals to season on permitted OHV events and an invasive weed
designate critical habitat.
education program as the primary motorized mitigations
for the Sage Grouse.
BRC notes there is little to no information suggesting
that motorized/mechanized access on designated BRC predicts a long and difficult involvement in the
routes is causally related to Sage Grouse decline or Sage Grouse issue and feels that an Action Fund
habitat destruction, and there are no definitive studies established now will help provide the necessary means
to that effect cited anywhere in the database. to protect our recreational access. To donate, go here:
Particularly considering the intense scrutiny and www.BlueRibbonCoalition.Org/support/join-or-donate
collective scientific energy expended on this species, at the bottom, under “My contribution is for the,”
BRC concludes that motorized/mechanized recreation click on “Sage Grouse Action Fund.”
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Let your employer help you protect your recreation access
We are always looking for the corporate dollars to help in
these fights and most of these corporate dollars are hard
to find. Many of our members work for corporate giants
though, and I am one of those in that I am lucky enough
to work for a billion dollar company. Chevron Corporation
to be exact. With that, Chevron has a program called
Human Kind that gives the employees the ability to
donate time to an organization and Chevron will give
grants of $500 per 20 hours donated. To date, I have
donated over 120 hours and Chevron has given over
$3,000 to BlueRibbon Coalition for my donated hours.
You may say that Chevron is a Billion dollar company, and
they should do this. They do it
because they know that their
employees enjoy helping non-profits
or 501(c)(3)’s perform their work.

by Todd Ockert
Marketing Committee Co-Chair
BRC Board of Directors
As avid off-roaders, we are always
concerned about how to effectively fight
for “OUR” public lands. Many of us
donate hundreds of hours and dollars to
these efforts to different organizations.
Some of us even join in the fight by
becoming board members on different boards to help
give direction to these organizations.

Plans are moving forward, and we’d
really like to hear from you!

trail rides. Even if you write about
last year’s event to help generate
interest in this year’s, we’re happy
to help. You get the word out, and
we get interesting articles for our
readers. If we don’t have room for
the article immediately, it could still
make it into the magazine later this
year, and could possibly even be a
The marketing team has a plan that featured article about an event.
includes getting this newsletter out
first, and working into the format for We would like input from our
the new print magazine as funding is members for what they would like to
resolved. To keep costs down, this see in the newsletter and the
newsletter is fairly short, but it is an magazine, so please let us know at
excellent and quick way to get brc@sharetrails.org.
information to you about different
issues, as well as about what BRC Getting the newsletter ready is our
and your board of directors are doing. number 1.1 priority, right behind
keeping public lands open for the
Going print again is not an easy public. Look for it in your mailbox
task, but our staff has a template for soon, and we will post on Facebook
articles and sponsor advertising. when it is headed out to our
This newsletter is just the start. members.
Think of it as a warm-up for the main
If you have comments or questions
event.
regarding the upcoming publication,
Please note, future newsletters and you can send them to the email
the planned magazine will need address above, or call us at 1-800content. We can always use articles 258-3742. We look forward to
from our members and member hearing from you on this
clubs about events and awesome important topic!
Hey everyone! Todd again. I just
wanted to let you, our members and
supporters, know that your Marketing
Committee is working hard to get the
print newsletter and magazine out
that our membership has asked for
since BRC’s previous magazine was
shelved in favor of online publication.
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Along with this program in their
Human Kind program, is a program to
match cash donations that employees
donate to 501(c)(3)’s. Chevron has
matched the cash donations and
paycheck donations that I have given
to BlueRibbon Coalition to the tune of
over $600 a year. Now that’s not
much, but we also donate to other
Land Use and Access organizations,
and Chevron has matched dollars and
time for them also.
Chevron is a giving company. Think
of that as you go looking for gas. If
you work for a large corporation,
please take a little time to see if they
have a program like this that will
donate money for your time and
match your cash donations to
501(c)(3)’s. Every little bit helps in the
fight to keep “OUR” trails and public
lands open for “OUR” enjoyment and
our kids’ future use.
All organizations need our help to
keep the fight on for access, as the
Anti-Recreational groups are very
well-funded and have large bank
accounts to fund their fights to
close or restrict our OHV
access!

BRC UPDATE

UTAH UPDATE: Reporting from southern Utah
gas, and recreation but are also remote, beautiful and
are targeted by wilderness groups for wilderness
designation. Currently several counties are taking public
The off-road season has begun with a input on options they would support in a lands bill. Gov.
successful Winter on the Rocks, hosted Gary Herbert will host an Outdoor Recreation Summit in
by the Utah 4x4 Club and the Tri-State May where this will be discussed.
ATV Jamboree hosted by the Tri-State
OHV club here in southwest Utah. BRC I have been a Utah resident for decades and have
members are aware Utah is home to witnessed the ever-increasing restrictions on vehicle
world-class OHV and snowmobile destinations but has access to public lands. Even though some of these
faced some of the most radical anti-motorized recreation restrictions were appropriate, we have lost some very
groups in our continuing battle to keep motorized trails treasured access. We (BRC) have established a
baseline which we believe should be codified in this
and access open to the public.
proposed lands bill. The recent and
current travel management plans should
Not only does our success or failure
be established as the base (minimum)
reflect what may happen to Utah’s
travel plan in the bill. Recreational
motorized recreation, it will undoubtedly
areas/trails could be added in the future
have more far-reaching implications
that are appropriate and consistent with
just as similar battles in other states
the governing laws.
have on all of us. Therefore I must stray
from the enjoyment of my recent rides
Brian Hawthorne and I are closely
and share the current issues we (BRC)
involved in this effort. Please join us in
face in Utah.
letting the Utah delegation and other
participants know you want their help to
BLM lawsuit:
The lawsuit filed by SUWA (Southern Utah Wilderness protect our existing travel opportunities.
Alliance) along with 10 other wilderness activist groups
resulted in the U.S. District Court declaring certain Sage Grouse:
aspects of the Richfield Travel Plan unlawful. SUWA The anticipated listing of the sage grouse as a
has claimed this ruling will cause the BLM travel plans threatened or endangered species by the USFWS is of
to fall like dominoes. Their aim is obviously to further concern in Utah as it is in many western states. The
concern is how public land travel management may be
restrict or eliminate OHV recreation on public lands.
affected by such a listing. BRC has established a
This is why BRC is in the fight as intervenors. We have National Sage Grouse sub-committee chaired by BRC’s
been there before and remember we won! It took a Don Amador dealing with strategies and the public
herculean effort – we went to the Supreme Court and comment process. The effort involves other interested
parties and coordinated with North American Motorized
won a rare 9-0 ruling.
Recreation Council (NAMRAC).
We need your help. Such fights are not cheap and our
support comes from our members and supporters, not A BRC action fund has been established to support our
involvement and to head off non-science based
from wealthy foundations.
allegations of motorized impacts on the sage grouse and
its habitat (for more on the Sage Grouse issue, see page
Eastern Utah Lands Bill:
The Utah congressional delegation led by Congressman 4 or visit http://brc1.us/sagegrouse).
Rob Bishop has facilitated an effort to formulate a bill
which would encompass lands in Eastern Utah. The bill There are always new and changing issues affecting our
is designed to create long-term regulatory certainty for recreational pursuits. Be sure to visit the website:
diverse interests. Many of these lands have valuable www.BlueRibbonCoalition.Org for current alerts
resources such as livestock grazing, minerals, oil and and more detailed information on BRC’s activities.
by Glen Zumwalt, Vice President
BRC Board of Directors
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Victory in Yellowstone on the Winter Use issue!
After 17 years, snowmobiling is finally accepted for use in the Park
by Jack Welch, Chairman
Yellowstone Task Force
BRC Board of Directors
Yes I can finally say it. We have WON in
Yellowstone National Park on the Winter
Use issue, and here are some details of
BlueRibbon Coalition’s efforts over the
17 years!
It all started in May of 1997 when the “Fund for Animals”
(The Fund) filed suit challenging Yellowstone Park for
grooming Park roads providing access to Yellowstone
in Winter by snowmobile and snowcoach. I attended the
International Snowmobile Congress (ISC) in Toronto,
Canada, and asked the ISC Board to authorize the
formation of the “Yellowstone Task Force” (YTF). The
ISC approved my request and the rest is interesting
snowmobile history.

• We met every concern, i.e. wildlife, emissions,
sound, that the anti-access advocats used to try
to remove snowmobiling from Yellowstone Park.
We proved that snowmobiles provide a unique
way to visit the Park.
• We worked with the ISMA members and
supported new four-stroke snowmobiles and
worked with the Park Service on Best Available
Technology (BAT) standards that were reasonable
for snowmobiles.
• Importantly, we got the ability to enter the Park in
Winter by snowmobile without a commercial guide
into the new long range Winter Use Plan.

The YTF was made up of a broad base of snowmobile
groups and interested parties including the American
Council (ACSA), the Canadian Council (CCSO),
Snowmobile Manufacturers (ISMA), State Snowmobile
Associations (Wyoming, Idaho and Montana), State
Government (Wyoming, Montana, Idaho) Congressional
delegation members (Wyoming, Idaho and Montana)
and local governments (Jackson, WY; Teton County, WY;
West Yellowstone, MT; Cody, WY) and the businesses
communities, (Jackson, WY; West Yellowstone, MT;
Cody, WY) and with myself as chair and BRC providing
coordination and legal counsel to the Task Force.

With the NEW long range Winter Use Plan, in the
2014/2015 Winter Season the Park would permit up to
110 “transportation events” daily, initially defined as one
snowcoach or a group of up to 10 snowmobiles,
averaging seven snowmobiles per group per season.
Up to 50 transportation events may be groups of
snowmobiles. Management by transportation events is
an impact-centric approach designed to minimize the
impact of oversnow vehicles (OSVs) on air quality,
soundscapes, and wildlife rather than focusing solely
on the number of vehicles allowed in the Park.

Here’s are just some of the things we accomplished:
• We countered the legal actions filed by the antiaccess groups to remove snowmobiling from the
Park and our own legal team filed legal actions in
Wyoming Courts to match the theirs.
• We got thousands of letters supporting continued
snowmobile access to Yellowstone signed by
snowmobilers in North America and presented the
Yellowstone Park leadership at various events.
• We worked at and succeeded in keeping
snowmobiling as a method of transportation in the
Park for 17 years of the battle and as part of the
final long term Winter Use Plan.

Spring, 2014

Another important part of the Final Regulation is that
four transportation events per day (one per gate) would
be reserved for non-commercially guided snowmobile
access and Sylvan Pass would continue to be operated
in accordance with the Sylvan Pass Working Group
Agreement. The non-commercially guide access will
provide snowmobilers a chance to visit their Park
without hiring a commercial guide.
Want to know more? Visit:
www.saveyellowstonepark.org.
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The newsletter you have in your hand is a valuable tool that allows us
to get information to you. But in today’s high-speed world, that’s often
just not fast enough by itself. To keep up with the growing pace of events
in the public lands recreational access arena, the BlueRibbon Coalition
(BRC) has put in place a set of online tools to quickly get that vital
information to you and other recreational supporters across the nation.

look at the broader picture of recreational access as a whole, the special
pages give an organized and easy-to-use structure to BRC’s efforts in
specific areas.
Each special page is organized around a particular issue or locale, with
articles and links pertinent to that issue. For example, hot the Sage
Grouse issue (see page 4).

The BRC Website

BRC’s Legal Action Page

(http://www.BlueRibbonCoalition.Org)
The BRC website is organized by easy-to-use tabs:

(http://www.sharetrails.org/legal)
No public lands advocacy effort can affect access on the ground without
a continual and effective presence in the court. See what legal cases
are currently being fought and what the status of those cases is. This
section contains both current legal cases, as well as archival information
on older cases.

HOME TAB
The BRC Webzine. Under the home tab, you will find a quick reference blurb
for pretty much all the articles published recently. It’s probably the easiest
page to use, and a great place to visit regularly to be updated on events in
the recreational access arena. Here you can get your first look at the latest
alerts, media releases, news and much more.

Or have it delivered to you…

ISSUES TAB

For some people, the tools above are a perfect way to stay informed.
They can visit whenever they can (we suggest frequent returns!) and
get updates on what’s happening on the recreation access front.

This tab leads to BRC’s Public Lands Page – It offers many resources,
including alerts (very important!), current legal action, advocacy resources
for our individual activists (that’s you!), our Rapid Response Center for
contacting your congressional representatives and senators, and quick link
for BRC’s many issue driven pages (such as Sage-grouse, FS Planning Rule
and the ongoing Yellowstone issue). There’s so much to see, it’s impossible
to describe it all here. We recommend a visit. Drop in and familiarize yourself
with the issues that affect your recreation.

However, for some, it’s hard to remember to check-in on a regular basis.
It’s understandable. We all lead busy lives, and it’s only natural that
things like volunteer activism and recreation issues take a back seat
sometimes. For such individuals, we offer a number of tools to keep up
on issues by having that information come to you, rather than the other
way around.

PRESS ROOM TAB

BRC’s Facebook Page

This is where BRC posts all of its official news releases. While the section
was designed primarily for the media, the articles are usually about
important, hot issues, and make informative reading for our members,
supporters and advocates as well.

(http://www.facebook.com/BlueRibbonCoalition)
If you are at all familiar with this incredibly popular social networking site,
then you know that all you have to do is “Like” our page on Facebook and
you will get notifications when BRC posts new items. Pretty much all articles
posted to the website are also posted for notification on our Facebook page.
This is a really popular way to stay informed.

MEDIA TAB
This section is two-fold: 1) This is where we post editorials, announcements
and columns by our staff. 2) This is also where we share the news releases
of BRC’s allies and friends (other recreation-related organizations and
advocates), and op-eds by members and other recreation advocates
(including some fun trail rides!).

BRC On Twitter
(http://www.twitter.com/sharetrails or @sharetrails)
Like Facebook, Twitter is another way to get BRC’s posts. Become a BRC
follower and everything we post will be instantly “tweeted” to you via your
own twitter account. To your page, to your phone, to your portable device,
or however you have your Twitter set up.

JOIN / DONATE TAB
This is a quick and easy place to go to support BRC’s efforts to protect your
recreation, by providing much needed financial support. BRC is a grass-roots
organization, and we continue to operate with the financial support of our
members and people just like you.

BRC’s RSS Feed
(http://feeds.feedburner.com/BlueRibbonCoalition)
If you don’t care for social networks, but still want BRC’s news items to be
electronically delivered to you, an RSS feed is the way to go. Just visit the
website above and subscribe to BRC’s RSS feed with your preferred RSS
Reader.

ABOUT TAB
Here you can find out more about the BlueRibbon Coalition. Its history and
founding; its accomplishments over the last three decades; the BRC Mission,
Vision and Values; Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs); the BRC Bylaws;
BRC’s 990 filings; a list of excellent recreational links (external sites); BRC’s
official Policies and Positions; BRC’s Recreation Code of Ethics (a popular
list shared by many); and a listing of our organizational and business
members by state.

BRC’s Action Alert List
(http://brc1.us/alertsubscribe)
Subscribe to our Action Alert List and keep abreast of what’s happening in
the area where you live and/or recreate, as well as what’s happening nationwide. We recommend that you sign up to receive alerts even if you are
already getting BRC articles via another route. Alerts often contain timesensitive action items, and the sooner you can jump in and help, the better.
Once you are subscribed, BRC will notify you of pending legislation, national
forest planning and other issues of interest to you, as well as information on
what you can do to help.

Special Pages
(http://www.sharetrails.org/public-lands)
Organized primarily through the Public Lands section of BRC’s website,
these pages are incredibly vital to the many activists focused on a
particular issue or locale. While we encourage all individual activists to
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